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Sector Road Map 
 
I. Sector Performance, Problems, and Opportunities 
 

a. Sector Background and Ownership Structure 
 
1. Georgia has made significant progress in reforming the energy sector following the 
dissolution of the Soviet Union. In the 1990s, the sector experienced major technical and 
commercial challenges and a general collapse in payments. In 1996, the existing utility was 
unbundled into separate generation, transmission, and dispatch companies; distribution was split 
between municipal and regional companies. In 2012, various market and regulatory reforms were 
made to harmonize Georgia’s electricity market legislation with that of Turkey and countries in 
southeast Europe, and to enable competitive cross-border electricity trading in order to improve 
the country’s energy trade balance by reducing Georgia’s dependence on fuel imports and 
increasing electricity exports.  
 
2. Power generation is open to private investors and several deregulated power plants have 
been built. Independent power producers can sell electricity bilaterally to large customers in 
Georgia or export to neighboring countries. There are three electricity transmission licensees in 
Georgia; the government of Georgia owns 100% of EnergoTrans and Georgia State 
Electrosystem (GSE), and 50% of SakRusEnergo (the other 50% is owned by Russian Inter-RAO). 
GSE is the only electricity dispatch licensee. Electricity distribution is monopolized by two 
companies. Telasi, which is partly state-owned, serves Tbilisi while EnergoPro, which is privately-
owned, serves the remainder of the country; tariffs are regulated, and the companies have 
exclusive rights to supply retail customers within their service territories.   
 

b. National Energy Strategy and Investment Planning 
 

3. In accordance with the national energy strategy, 2  the government has approved 
numerous power generation and electricity transmission projects to evacuate hydropower and 
increase export capacity. Projects were also approved to strengthen the internal transmission 
network, particularly to reduce congestion on the east–west route from the largest power plant—
the 1,300-megawatt Enguri hydropower plant (HPP)—to Tbilisi, which is the major load center. 
Transmission investment projects are classified in the 10-year network development plan as 
“system”, “transit” or “system/transit”; the projects are evaluated and prioritized based on 
socioeconomic benefits, which are measured as a combination of export revenues, consumer 
prices, and security of supply. 
 
4. Increased internal east–west transmission capacity is needed to relieve congestion and 
improve system reliability, while providing for contingencies, as well as to increase the export and 
transit of energy without causing congestion and/or triggering emergency controls that interrupt 
power flow. 

 
5. Network development plans were formerly approved by the Ministry of Energy, which 
commissioned cross-border projects such as the Black Sea Transmission Network with the goal 

 
1 This summary is based on A. Z. Banatwala. 2019. Energy Sector Review of the Republic of Georgia. Available on 

request. 
2 Government of Georgia. 2015. State Policy in Energy Sector. Tbilisi. 
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of increasing capacity for electricity export and transit. The underlying assumption was that the 
revenue from (non-regulated) commercial activities would enable recovery of project costs. 
Unfortunately the expected volume of electricity exports did not materialize, and EnergoTrans, 
which owns the asset, has accumulated over $60 million in losses since operations commenced 
in 2011. GSE is the parent company of EnergoTrans, and debt servicing related to the Black Sea 
Transmission Network accounted for 50% of GSE’s debt repayment in 2018. Generation 
expansion planning and the methodology for transmission investment planning and transmission 
charging (i.e. cost-recovery of regulated and non-regulated investments) remain at the nexus of 
corporate solvency, hydropower monetization, and retail electricity prices in Georgia. 
 

c. Security and Reliability of Supply 
 
6. Security of supply is a major concern as the country is almost entirely dependent on 
imported natural gas, crude oil and petroleum distillates to satisfy domestic demand. Hydropower 
resources are abundant, but firm capacity is insufficient in winter, when electricity imports are 
needed. Gas for domestic use is sourced from Azerbaijan under two separate agreements, and 
a contract for 500 million cubic meters of gas per year at discounted rates for “social” usage is set 
to expire in 2026.  
 
7. Despite major investments, the electricity transmission system inherited from the former 
Soviet Union is still not sufficiently reliable. According to the 10-year network development plan, 
the system is not expected to achieve a basic level of reliability, i.e. N-1 contingency compliance, 
until 2020, however this may not happen as scheduled. During summer months, sometimes 
emergency load-shedding is triggered three to four times weekly and the main east–west 500 
kilo-volt overhead transmission line is often loaded above its rated capacity to maximize exports 
in addition to supplying power to Tbilisi. The implementation of the 10-year plan depends heavily 
on government financing. The consolidated debt of EnergoTrans and GSE accounts for 5.0% of 
total government debt. Given the GSE’s current insolvency situation3 and inability to pay back its 
debt, implementation of the company’s 10-year development plan seems unrealistic and a threat 
to system reliability. 
   

d. Energy Sector Regulation 
 

8. Energy sector regulation covers power transmission and distribution, and involves setting 
retail tariffs for power and gas, which are among the lowest in the region. Cross-border trading is 
not regulated; electricity demand in Turkey has been low because of economic slowdown and 
additional capacity added within Turkey. The Georgian National Energy and Water Supply 
Regulatory Commission does not allow the cost of transmission assets to be used for non-
regulated activities such as energy export or transit to be recovered from Georgian rate payers. 
These together have caused major financial implications for EnergoTrans, which faces large 
impairment of its assets (its loan amount is twice the value of the assets). In contrast, the cost of 
transmission assets that are used for imports (which provide security of supply for Georgian rate 
payers) are allowed to be considered in the regulatory asset base of a transmission company.  

 
e. Opportunities and Risks 

 
9. Operation of the power systems in Georgia, Azerbaijan and the Russian Federation is 
synchronized. A major benefit is that the significantly larger Russian system provides near-

 
3 GSE filed for insolvency in 2008 and has been under rehabilitation program since then for 15 years. Due to insolvency 

the borrowing for infrastructure upgrades is limited to government support (loan and subsidy).  
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instantaneous frequency containment reserves to the smaller Georgian system, helping to 
stabilize the Georgian system immediately after an (N-1) contingency. The downside of this 
arrangement is that because the Russian and Azeri connections are AC-based, unscheduled 
flows (also known as “loop flows”) from the Russian Federation to Georgia via Azerbaijan occur 
when the three systems are coupled together.  
 
10. The evolution of wholesale prices in Georgia and Turkey during the summer export season 
is also worrisome. The spread between the market clearing price in Turkey and the average price 
of exported electricity tightened from $0.018 per kilowatt-hour in July 2014 to $0.010 per kilowatt-
hour in July 2018. 
 
11. There are two risks for Georgia’s government. First, if export volume is insufficient to pay 
off the extension of the converter station at Akhaltsikhe even greater financial pressure will be 
placed on EnergoTrans and its parent company, GSE. Second, if the Georgia–Turkey wholesale 
electricity price spread tightens to the point that large Georgian HPPs with guaranteed domestic 
off-take contracts (e.g., Nenskra HPP and Khudoni HPP) find it more lucrative to sell into the local 
market, it will drive up domestic prices and increase the government’s financial burden in 
continuing to provide public sector obligations. Both these risks affect the sector’s financial 
sustainability and GSE’s ability to provide stable services to its consumers and to cross-border 
traders. 

 
12. GSE’s lack of stability stems both from EnergoTrans’ losses and GSE’s rehabilitation plan 
(effective 2008–2023), which places power and decision making in the hands of a rehabilitation 
manger. The weak corporate structure of GSE makes it reliant on government support for 
financing its 10-year development plan; given the lack of control mechanisms and transparency, 
equal access and fair allocation of transit capacity becomes a key risk when electricity market 
becomes operational. Under the obligations signed with the European Energy Community (EEC), 
the electricity market is planned to be operational in 2021.4 The government is fully committed to 
its obligations under the Association Agreement signed with the European Union (EU), and has 
accordingly approved the Law on Energy and Water Supply; electricity market concept; Law on 
Promoting the Production and Use of Energy from Renewable Sources; and Energy Efficiency 
Law to comply with EU’s third energy package. One risk for the successful implementation of the 
new electricity market is the lack of financial sustainability of GSE and EnergoTrans, and 
associated risks pertaining to weak governance standards practiced at GSE, which can affect 
future investment decision making, as well as providing open access and transparency to all 
stakeholders in capacity allocation.  
 
II. Government’s Sector Strategy 
 
13. The energy policy of Georgia (footnote 2) is based on securing energy supplies, providing 
power and gas to consumers at affordable rates, transposing EU energy legislation into Georgian 
law in accordance with the EEC ascension agreement, increasing the contribution of renewable 
energy sources, implementing energy efficiency measures, monetizing Georgian hydropower 
resources through increased exports, and increasing energy transit for the north–south and east–
west corridors.  

 

 
4 Official Journal of the European Union. 2014. Association Agreement between the European Union and the European 

Atomic Energy Community and their Member States, of the one part, and Georgia, of the other part. L261/4, Volume 
57, 30 August. The EU’s Third Energy Package comprises legislation related to the opening of the EU’s gas and 
electricity market. It was adopted by the European Parliament and the Council of the European Union in July 2009. 
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14. In accordance with the national energy strategy, the government has approved numerous 
power generation projects and various electricity transmission projects to evacuate hydropower 
and increase export capacity. Transmission investment projects are prioritized in the context of 
socioeconomic benefits, including export revenues, consumer prices, and security of supply. 
 
15. The government may find it difficult to achieve all its objectives, as this would require 
significant investment in the transmission network to enable it to support increased export and 
transit of electricity without adversely affecting supply reliability for Georgian consumers. 
Furthermore, GSE is already highly levered, and some network expansion projects may have to 
be delayed from a financial risk management perspective. 
 
16. Transmission is the sector’s backbone, and the envisaged reforms cannot succeed in the 
absence of a technically and financially strong transmission company. The electricity market is 
being developed with assistance from EEC and German development cooperation through KfW, 
and it is critical that GSE’s performance and operational practices are brought in line with 
international standards.  

 
III. ADB Sector Experience and Assistance Program 

 
17. Lessons from the ADB-financed transmission enhancement project suggest that (i) strong 
government ownership is critical to achieving results; (ii) sustained policy dialogue, ongoing 
monitoring of GSE’s financial performance, and advice on strengthening its corporate capacity 
are important to advance reforms; and (iii) technical assistance that complements budget support 
programs is crucial in implementing GSE’s reform agenda.5  

 
18. In Georgia, development partners are quite active in supporting reforms. For Georgia, the 
key reform is to fulfill its obligations to comply with EU’s third energy package; to achieve this 
Georgia’s development partners complement and support each other’s efforts. Ministry of 
Economy and Sustainable Development monitors sequencing of energy sector reforms and 
coordinates activities among development partners to ensure complementarity and synergy. 
Development partners provide active support and financial assistance to meet Georgia’s policy 
reform and investment needs. 

 
19. ADB supports Georgia’s policy of emerging as a regional platform for the generation and 
trade of clean energy. ADB also supports Georgia’s Association Agreement with the EU, including 
the obligation to become a member of the EEC through continuous reforms and legal 
approximation with EU member states. To do so, ADB is providing policy advice through proposed 
program and technical assistance, and plans to support investment needs through a sector 
development loan in 2022 that will further strengthen the reforms and help with meeting the clean 
energy investment needs of the country.6 The sector development program will be co-financed 
with other development partners and will support private sector operations in the country. 
 
 
 

 
5 ADB. 2018. Completion Report: Regional Power Transmission Enhancement Project in Georgia. Manila. 
6 A sector development program for 2022 on Promoting Policies and Investments to Developing New Technologies is 

included in the draft Country Operations Business Plan for Georgia, 2021–2023. 
. 
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Problem Tree for Energy Sector 
 

 
ADB = Asian Development Bank, GSE = Joint Stock Company Georgian State Electrosystem, PPA = power purchase agreement. 

 
  




